
 
 

Improvise, Adapt and Overcome 
 

1. Any organization that hopes to impact their society has to start by gaining a better 

______________________________________ of it. 

 

2. To be successful, an organization has to be able to move at the 

______________________________________ of the society surrounding it. 

 

3. ______________________________________ has to become our focus. 

 

4. We can have a lot of freedom when it comes to our methods 

______________________________________ if we’re clear about the mission.   If we’re all on 

the same page regarding our goals (what we want people to do), we can have more 

liberty when it comes to how we ______________________________________ them. 

 

5. More information always equals better (and ______________________________________) 

decisions. 

 

6. When we interact with the people at PoR, we have two major goals as leaders.  We 

need to ______________________________________ where they’re at spiritually, and help 

them take their next step.  ______________________________________ matters when it comes 

to discipleship. 

 

7. The more you know about what’s going on around you, the more 

______________________________________ you can be at directing people to their next step. 

 

8. Our goal should be to become ______________________________________ when it comes to 

the ways our church can serve others. 

 



9. To be excited about what other departments are doing, you need to 

______________________________________ what other departments are doing. 

 

10. We want everyone that comes to PORVA: 

● Go through ______________________________________  

● Join a ______________________________________ 

● Find a place to ______________________________________ 

 

11. In addition to knowing what processes and programs are in place, we all need to 

speak the same ______________________________________ when referring to them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Answer Key: 

1 - understanding 

2 - speed 

3 - adaptability 

4 - only; accomplish 

5 - faster 

6 - identify; timing 

7 - effective 

8 - experts 

 

9 - know 

10 - Next Steps; 

Home Group; 

volunteer 

 

11 - language   
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